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catalogue of the peoples of the North-East, with Kirata
and Clna, two lines after AbhisSra-Darada-Tarigaga-
Kuluta; in verse 33, the King Kauninda follows Avanta,
Anarta, Sindhu-Sauvira, Harahaura and the sovereign
of Madra. In the same treatise, but in another chapter,
IV, 24, the printed text has Kaulinda, with the variant
Kaztlindra,) in a list which includes Traigarta, Malava,
Sibi, Ayodhyaka. The form Kuninda is warranted, in
any case, by the legend of a large number of old coins,
found mostly in the districts of sSaharanpur and Ambala
" the Piemont of the Kulinda." These pieces are either
silver or copper ; the work is quite varied, and they cover,
certainly, a fairly long period of time, beginning from
the second century before the Christian era. The design is
overloaded; on the obverse a woman standing with her
left hand in her hip, offering with her right hand a fruit
to a stag (or a buffalo) standing and turned to its right,
bearing a symbol between its horns; over its chine, a
kind of square railing crowned by a parasol >9 on the
reverse a caitya with three stories of arches surmounted
by the parasol; on the right, a tree inside a railing;
on the left, a Svastika and a symbol with triangular
head; higher up, a nandipada^; below, a serpent. The
legend is most often written in two scripts, Brahmi and
Kharostn.; in Brahml: Amaga&/iuit8al MaJiarajasa rafiah
(rajua) Kunadasa; the Kharostrl: Eana Kunidasa
Aniaghabhatisa Maharajasa. The use of the two writings,
each of which characterises a world and a civilisation,
indicates well the importance of the region occupied by
the Kulinda-Kuninda • it is also in their territory, or
very near them, in the valley of Kangra, that digraphic
inscriptions in Brahml and Kha^sthl have been discovered
(JSf.I*d., Til, 116).

